
9m Hydraulic vertical 
Lighting Tower

Up to 50% energy saving/ Instant light

h
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hL series  
Led LiGhTiNG TOWer

ConstruCtion, 
Mining,
Civil defense,
Military field

hydraulic mast



Led uses less fuel....
Produces more light!

 With traditional meTaL HaLIde 
Lamps a lot of light is wasted from the 
top and the lamp casing which means 
less efficiency and more environmental 
pollution.

Led TechNOLOGy: no Wasted  reflected light 
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New

 compared to Metal halide sources, 
Led is spread only in the direction of 
the illumination and it is therefore much 
more efficient.

Led LiGhTiNG   
           TOWer

hL series
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no strike up delay

Why >choose Led LiGhT
1   iNsTaNT LiGhT  

  No strike up delay, no waiting time for the bulbs cooling

2   eNerGy saviNG   Up to 50% less consumption than incandescent systems

3   LONG-Life 
  Five times longer than best traditional lamps

4   LOWer eNvirONmeNTaL imPacT   Thanks to its lower consumption and to the lack of hard to dispose of materials, such as mercury

5   mOre safeTy  
  Low voltage used, no ultraviolet infrared radiation. 

instant light



The new BrUNO hL series lighting tower is the 
specialist for rental.
With its hydraulic elevation system, it is an indispensable  

piece of equipment in mining and oil field, as well as in 

the rental sector, in public and private construction, 

and in civil defence. It stands out for its versatility, 

compactness, toughness and easiness of use.

It guarantees instant light with no strike up delay and with 

no waiting time for the bulbs cooling. This technology 

avoids, therefore, the risk of dark periods in areas with 

video supervisory. no reflected light is Wasted.
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up to 50% 
 energy saving
instant light



 Fuel consumption almost halved for the same 

illuminated surface;

 Much more even illumination of the area, resulting in 

better average visibility of the entire illuminated surface;

 Exceptional uniformity ratio between maximum and 

medium Lux for less glare (which could cause problems to 

the operator) thanks to a more uniformly diffused light. 

LONGer Life mOre freqUeNT rePLacemeNT Of BULBs

These are the main improvements given by a BrUNO 

lighting tower  with  8 LED modules of  250W each, for a total 

power of 2000W, compared to the same tower with 4 metal 

halide lamps of 1000W each and a total power of 4000W.

This lighting technology allows that in case of restarting 

there is no InTErvaL WITh dark pErIods duE To ThE 

cooLIng oF ThE METaL haLIdE LaMps.
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cOmPariNG lighting technologies

8-hour fuel 
consumption lt  < 7

8-hour fuel 
consumption lt  >14

4000 W meTaL haLide2000 W Led



test carried out with 180° inclination with respect to the ground

 on 2500 m2

average Lux   42
Min Lux 0,82  
Max Lux  606   
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4000 W meTaL haLide2000 W Led

The Exceptional uniformity ratio between maximum and 
medium Lux allows a lower glare to the operator thanks to 
the greater homogeneity of the light diffused.

  a much more uniform illumination of the area concerned 
results in better average visibility of the entire illuminated 
surface.

due to the significant difference between maximum and 
average Lux , scattered light is very uneven and can dazzle 
the operator.

Lesser homogeneity of the lighting of the area results in lower 
average visibility of the entire illuminated surface.



The BrUNO lighting tower with LED technology can be equipped with three different  regulation systems of its lighting 

modules:  Manual,  by locking knobs; electric, via motorized piston; dual, using both these mechanisms at the 

same time. It is also possible to have a configuration system that allows a particular light diffusion thanks to a different 

arrangement of the extra-clear 4 mm thick tempered glasses.

 Led mOdULar sysTem

6 light heads
1500 W

8 light heads 
2000 W

 hiGh qUaLiTy LiGhTiNG mOdULes
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LiGhT heads configurations
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10 light heads
2500 W

10 light heads
3300 W
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the BrUNO lighting toWers With leD technology can 
come with two different types of lighting modules: 

 one, with 36 leDs for a total of 250 W;
 and the other one with 48 leDs for a total of 330 W. 

for all versions, BrUNO uses cree leds, certified 
according to IesLm.80.2008 standard to guarantee l70 
(ies tM-21-11) at 50,000 hours (equivalent to 70% of 
initial brightness after 50,000 hours of operation).

the lighting heads are manufactured in italy by BesTLUx. 
the aluminum "from the full", cut, drilled and milled by 
fully automated machines.

the components are closed in together with extra-clear 4 mm 
thick tempered glass to guarantee Ip 65 protection thanks to its 
special sealing and adhesive injected in their seats.
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eLecTric reGULaTiON

dUaL reGULaTiON: manual+electric tilt

sOfT Led LiGhT

1

maNUaL reGULaTiON

2

3

4
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special for the miNiNG iNdUsTry

 10 light heads  Electric tilt adjustement

designed and built for use in particularly 

Heavy workIng condITIons and on 

bumpy  grounds  such as quarries, mining sites 

etc., this special version is equipped with 

a trailer approvable for road circulation; 

extremely robust, 250 lt tank to ensures 

over 170 hours of autonomy.

250

dc cUrreNT

option
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The lighting tower 
is equipped with 4 
hydraulic legs [1, 2] 
adjusted through their 
control panel [3] and with 
17.5’’ tyres. 

3

1

 17.5’’

2

 Standard control panel

 Up and Down button to rise and lower the hydraulic mast
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sPeciaL projects

BOx LiGhT-2000 Led, 
THe specIaLIsTs for renTaL spec
Box  Light is a very versatile lighting unit with no engine and no alternator, 
that can be powered by a generating set or the electric mains

 8 projectors with power LEd lamps 250W each

  Lamps rotate, swivel and tilt (option)

  9m max toWEr hEight

  350° column rotation with friction locking stop at any position

  Easy manual rotation of the support column

  hydraulic system security

  4 extendable outriggers, swiveling and reclining

  Forklift pockets

  Foot compartment to reduce clutter during transport

  placement leveller

  Maintenance doors on both sides 

  dry weight 390 kg

  Transport dims: 117 x 111 cm x 227 cm high

  deployed dims: 247 x 241 cm x 9 mEtErs

1 2
The BOx LiGhT  can be equipped with 

manual [1] or electric adjustment of the 

heads [2]  with a piston for vertical lifting  of 

the headlights to direct the light in a single 

direction.

Manual regulation electric tilt

BOx LiGhT

QGBL-16 control panel 
with mains input

versatile
 no engine 
and alternator
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sPeciaL projects

special led lighting Multi - toWer station 
fOr miNiNG fieLds

maiN feaTUres
The BrUNO lighting tower with led technology also suits application in special 

fields through the implementation of special versions with technical, functional and 

environmental characteristics specific for use in the military and civil defence fields.

  Dust filters 

special 
application 
for the 
miLiTary aNd 
civiL defeNce

 The Multitower can have 3 or 4 headlights 
to achieve an omni-directional distribution 
of the light.

30 light heads = 3000 W 

POssiBiLiTy Of cUsTOmizaTiON

QGBL-16 control panel 
with mains input

Main features
 9000w (or more) led lights with 30 light heads to 

adjust the towers at different heights.

 electric tilt regulation on each tower combine the 

rotation of the masts with the adjustment of the light 

heads to optimize the choice of the light direction.

 possibility of loading 2 x multi-towers led lighting 

stations in one 40' hc container.
dc cUrreNT

option

sUITaBLe for applications in  harsh conditions



cLassificaTiON
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 hydraulic mast made of 
 galvanized steel

 maximum height 9 m
 rotation 350°
 Fast and automatic deployment   

 with safety system
 140 litres fuel tank
 Noise level 60 dB(a) 
 Liquids bunding
 4 deploying stabilizers
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softlight box

sB

box light

BL

mining toWer

mT
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sL siTe LiGhT Led

single-phase

sL 9506 kL 6 250 1500 5,3 4,5 6,5 6 kohLEr kdW702 686 5,0 5,9 0,6 0,6 n 140 245 130 230 245 280 920 1050 Mcp 120-80

sL 9508 kL 8 250 2000 5,3 4,5 6,5 6 kohLEr kdW702 686 5,0 5,9 0,8 0,7 n 140 245 130 230 245 280 920 1100 Mcp 120-80

sL 9808 kL 8 250 2000 8,6 7,6 9,5 9 kohLEr kdW1003 1028 7,6 9,1 0,8 0,8 n 140 245 130 230 245 280 920 1120 Mcp 120-80

sL 9810 kL 10 250 2500 8,6 7,6 9,5 9 kohLEr kdW1003 1028 7,6 9,1 1 1 n 140 245 130 230 245 280 920 1150 Mcp 120-80

sL 9606 pk 6 250 1500 6,2 5,6 7,5 6,8 pErkIns 403d 07g 761 5,4 6,6 0,6 0,6 n 140 245 130 230 245 280 920 1050 Mcp 120-80

sL 9608 pk 8 250 2000 6,2 5,6 7,5 6,8 pErkIns 403d 07g 761 5,4 6,6 0,8 0,7 n 140 245 130 230 245 280 920 1100 Mcp 120-80

sL 9808 pk 8 250 2000 8,8 8 10 9 pErkIns 403d 11g 1131 8,4 10,3 0,8 0,8 n 140 245 130 230 245 280 920 1120 Mcp 120-80

sL 9810 pk 10 250 2500 8,8 8 10 9 pErkIns 403d 11g 1131 8,4 10,3 1 1 n 140 245 130 230 245 280 920 1150 Mcp 120-80

sL 9810 pk 8 + 2 250 3140 8,8 8 10 9 pErkIns 403d 11g 1131 8,4 10,3 1,3 1,3 n 140 245 130 230 245 280 920 1180 Mcp 120-80

BL BOx LiGhT Led

BL 9004 4 250 1000 - - - - - - - - - - - - 110 110 230 260 260 920 800 QgBL - 16

BL 9006 6 250 1500 - - - - - - - - - - - - 110 110 230 260 260 920 830 QgBL - 16

BL 9008 8 250 2000 - - - - - - - - - - - - 110 110 230 260 260 920 860 QgBL - 16

BL 9010 10 250 2500 - - - - - - - - - - - - 110 110 230 260 260 920 890 QgBL - 16

sB sOfTLiGhT BOx Led

single-phase

sB 9508 kL 8 250 2000 5,3 4,5 6,5 6 kohLEr kdW702 686 5,0 5,9 0,8 0,7 N 140 245 130 230 245 280 920 1120 Mcp 120-80

sB 9608 pk 8 250 2000 6,2 5,6 7,5 6,8 pErkIns 403d 07g 761 5,4 6,6 0,8 0,7 N 140 245 130 230 245 280 920 1180 Mcp 120-80

mT miNiNG LiGhT Led

single-phase

MT 9810 pk 10 330 3300 8,8 8 10 9 pErkIns 403d 11g 1131 8,4 10,3 1,3 1,3 N 250 244 190 225 419 237 920 2000 Mcp 120-80

MT 9810 kL 10 330 3300 8,6 7,6 9,5 9 kohLEr kdW1003 1028 7,6 9,1 1,4 1,3 N 250 244 190 225 419 237 920 2000 Mcp 120-80

The control panel includes an electronic control board, a circuit breaker, a 

safety acoustic alarm, warning lights, digital indicators and engine protections, 

fuel level manometer as well as two buttons for the raising and descent of the 

mast. On the control panel there are 4 switches, one for each spotlight. 

The distribution panel includes two single-phase sockets (the first of 16A and 

the second one of 32A) with a circuit breaker. An auxiliary entry for the mains 

to allow supply to the lamps even when the engine is switched off is available 

as option. In this case the switching can be manual or automatic. 
1  Electronic control board SPG 120
2  Emergency stop button
3  Starter key
4  32A Single-phase socket 3P
5  Up/down push buttons

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

8

cONTrOL PaNeLs *option

9

10

6  16A Single-phase socket 3P
7  Circuit breaker + 4 lamp switches
8  Spark plug light indicator 
9  Mains plug (OPTION)
10  Deep sea controller (OPTION)

hL series dieseL Water cooled

 Mcp 120-80  Mcp 120-81 *  Mcp 120-82 *

*Consumption is calculated with all the lights turned on at the same time                 Technical data not binding

BL

sL

sB

mT
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the hyDraulic mast With a rotation of 350° on industrial 

bearings is equipped with a double safety braking system: the first 

one is useful to keep the orientation of the spotlights on the 

working area; the other safety brake avoids involuntary spins of 

the mast during transport.

the hyDraulic galvanizeD steel mast reaches a maximum 

of 9 meters in height and is composed of 7 extenDable 

sections. The final part of each section is reinforced by a thick 

properly welded ring. The easy sliding of the sections and the 

perfect vertical alignment are favoured by distance rings placed 

on each side. 

The WiDe surface of the section’s overlap guarantees 

better stability and long life  of the lighting unit. The raising 

time is 11 seconDs, and the descent lasts just 19 seconDs; 

the speed is further reduced to prevent counterblows that may 

damage the metal halide lamps. 

 W
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hydraULic Mast

350°pivoting mast on bearings with clutch 
type braking system

Hydraulic mast in galvanized steel  with multiple sections

 Mast’s external reinforcement plateson each section

Lighting mast wind brakeSafety mast block for best road stability
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 Positioning levels

 350°pivoting mast on bearings with clutch type 
 braking system

 Central lifting eye

 Forklift guides

 Folding handles stabilizing feet 4 extractable, adjustable and reclinable stabilizers
  

 Easy regulations of the lamps

the hL series is accurately equipped to enable easy 

and efficient use. one single operator will be able to 

set up and run the lighting tower without assistance. 

the lighting tower hL series can be easily placed 

with a crane through its cenTraL LIfTIng eye or with 

a forkLIfT thanks to the guides on the base. 

optimal stability is obtained through the foLdIng 

HandLes placed on 4 sTaBiLiziNG feeT and 

verifying the proper setting through the posITIonIng 

LeveLs. the sTaBILIzIng feeT are all adjustable to 

ensure stability.

a kIT To sTeer THe LIgHTHeads from THe groUnd 

is available as option.

easy handling
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maInTenance operaTIons made exTremeLy easy.

a Wide door on the rear side allows easy and fast access 

to the engine/alternator coMpartMent. The filters, 

all placed on the engine’s side, can be easily and quickly 

replaced. access to the hydraulic systeM and the 

reactiVe ballasts is gained by removing the metal panel 

placed on the front part of the lighting unit. Two panels 

on the control board’s side allow access to the battery 

coMpartMent and to the rear of the alternator.

a Watertight nautical type cap, on the top of the canopy 

facilitates the control of the liquid level in the radiator, 

while an oil extraction puMp on the filter’s side makes 

oil change easier. The lighting tower has a tools box for 

ordinary maintenance and spare lamps.

 Acces door to engine’s compartment 
 for easy maintenance

 Easy battery maintenance  Easy alternator maintenance

 Hydraulic pump maintenance compartment  Watertight “nautical” type cap to access 
radiator

 Toolholder compartment
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The canopy of the lighting tower hL series is 

made of hot galvanized carbon steel sheets 

and the soundproofing materials are highly 

fire resistant and self-extinguishing. The 

steel metal sheets are pre-washed and 

degreased before getting powder coated. 

Thanks to the advanced technical solutions 

and the special care in silencing the canopy, 

the new lighting unit achieves the maximum 

noise level reduction: 60 dB(a) at 7 meters.

The caNOPy

The hL series lighting tower is designed to guarantee 

MaxiMuM safety. That’s why it comes equipped with 

acoustic indicators during deployment and descent 

of the mast. a safety switch will automatically send the 

mast down in case of accidental release of the break, while 

activating an intermittent buzzer. 

The standard equipment includes an eMergency stop 

button to shut off the engine in case of dangerous 

situations and a Metal bar for earthing. The 4 

stabilizers, all extendable and adjustable, eliminate any 

possible risk of tipping over in adverse environmental 

conditions, such as with strong wind.

 Brake with safety switch 

 Metal earthing bar 

 Limit switch
 

safeTy
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LOGisTic / logistique
The coMpactness of the hL series 

allows quick and safe handling and 

MaxiMizes the nuMber of units 

that can be loaded on a truck (up to 10 

units), giving a significant reduction in 

transport costs. 

The hL series led lighting towers have 

a fuel tank of 140 litres With an 

external fuel cap With key. 

165 hour autonoMy, a significant 

advantage above all on building sites 

because in this way refuelling can be done 

once a week with a considerable reduction 

in refuelling costs.

165 workIng HoUrs, compared To 

80 HoUrs wITH meTaL HaLIde Lamps.

Led LiGhTs POsiTiONiNG dUriNG TraNsPOrT

 Extremely compact during transport

 Fuel tank cap with key 

140 litres 
up to TWO weeks

of fuel autonomy
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mecHanIcaL cHaLwIn vaLve

Mechanical chalwin valve - 
available as option for the 
small ratings

diesel engines are a potential source of ignition when used in areas 

where combustible gas, vapours or dusts may exist. The resulting 

conflagration can lead to catastrophic consequences for personnel, 

production and the environment. The chalWyn air intake shut 

doWn ValVe is a device designed to automatically and safely stop 

a diesel engine should it start to overspeed due to a combustible 

mixture being drawn into the engine intake.

sPeciaL OPTiONs

OPTiONs

air iNTake shUTOff vaLve chaLWiN TyPe

standard eye special eye

Wheel chocks adjustable toWbar

Waterproof docuMents holder

sPark arresTOr

 
Special vanes rotate gases and separate 
carbon by centrifugal force

jockey Wheel aVailable as option

 severaL differeNT diameTers avaiLaBLe
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This new hydraulic lighting tower is equipped with a 

bunded base systeM to contain 125% of the 

fluid of the unit avoiding oil or fuel leaks that could 

contaminate the soil. In addition, the hydraulic mast 

works with biodegradable hydraulic oil. 

The hL series is equipped with engines complying 

with the European regulations on emissions.  

enVironMental care

 
Fully bunded tank

 

Low fuel consumption 
                    for Led Lighting Tower:

the truly eco solution                   
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